Exclusive Importer & Distributor of Flashing Fireworks

Springfield, NE
Wild Willy’s Fireworks

WHOLESALE OPPORTUNITIES

Wild Willy’s Fireworks is a consumer fireworks importer & distributor focused on designing unique and different products at competitive prices. We strive to help our customers separate themselves from their competitors by only carrying the best quality products from China, with some of the best packaging in the industry. Please visit www.wildwillysfiresworks.com to check out videos of all our products.

If you would like to be setup with a wholesale account, please contact us via the information provided below. Here are some bullet points of the different services we offer.

- Nationwide Wholesale Distributing
- Container Pricing Direct From China
- Private Label Program
- QR Codes For Easy Viewing
- Superior Packaging To Help Your Products Stand Out
- Consistent Product Performance & Delivery
- We Will Design Your Customs Labels At No Extra Charge

Wild Willy’s Fireworks is the exclusive importer & distributor of the Flashing Fireworks brand of fireworks

Wild Willy’s Fireworks
Connect With Us
402-253-2925
sales@wildwillysfireworks.com
17105 S. Hwy 50 Springfield, NE 68059
500 GRAMS

**Hit Man**
Purple, orange, garnet and cyan stars to red clubs. Ends with a four-shot finale of lemon stars to red clubs.

**Electric Sky**
Nishiki willows with teal, green and peach.

**Miner 49er**
2" silver brocade crown and gold willow.

**Billy Big Rigger**
Silver palm, purple, blue and crackle, blue with gold crackle, gold fish with crackle, silver fish with crackle, green fish with crackle, the last 3 shots of red palm.
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Venom Series
Colored Glossy Case That Contains Five Different 500g Cakes

1. Brocade tail to brocade crown with chry. Brocade tail to red/green wave with white strobe, brocade tail to brocade crown with blue, brocade tail brocade.
500 GRAMS
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500 GRAMS

Alien Abduction
Row 1 brocade crown lance + red crossette, row 2 blast blood red, cyan, blue, row 3 silver coco lance + green crossette, row 4 blast gold coco to color + white strobe, row 5 brocade crown. Lance + purple crossette, row 6 blast orange, cyan, blue row 7 silver coco lance + orange crossette, row 8 blast brocade crown, gold coco.

Monster Crackle
Crackling mine to crackle, chry, gold chry., crackle with chry.

Triple Digits
Alternate red, green, yellow blue crackling crossette stars. 5 Waterfall spray in different directions. Rapid fan of red coconut follow with blue coconut. Ends with rapid shot of huge brocade, red glittering and crackling rain.

Pharaoh's Treasure
White strobe bouquet to red, green, yellow, purple palm, brocade crown, silver chrysanthemum.
**500 GRAMS**

**Beast**
This cake has very nice breaks and effect covering huge areas. Powerful breaking brocades to red and sky blue with green glitter, brocade to orange red with glitter pistil, brocade to blue and green with gold glitter. Ending with rapid shots.

**Wrath**
Fan cake - alternate gold and blue bouquet mine to huge brocade crown, red and blue glittering & loud dragon eggs.

**Cyclone**
Red wave with gold strobe, gold willow with red, four shot finale gold willow with white strobe.

**Razzle-Dazzle**
White strobe mines to red/blue dahlia with white strobos. Crackling mines to brocade crown with crackle. Green strobe mines to gold coco with green strobe and gold chrysanthemumss.
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500 GRAMS

FF1166 Packing: 6/1 9.5” x 9.5” x 8” 14 Shots
I’m Your Huckleberry
Brocade crown tail to brocade crown with white/green/purple strobes and red/green comet tails and red/green wave tiger tails.

FF1167 Packing: 4/1 10” x 10” x 8.7” 22 Shots
Arctic Purple
Gold glittering tails to purple dahlia with gold and green strobes, goose whistling to chry.

FF1168 Packing: 4/1 9.5” x 15.75” x 8” 36 Shots
Sonic Boom
Chrysanthemums mine to red/green/purple waves with white/red/green strobes and falling leaves.

FF1169 Packing: 4/1 10.25” x 10.25” x 9” 15 Shots
Red, White & Blue Salute
A triple color changing 500g cake. Red to blue with white strobes, very patriotic!
500 GRAMS

**American Strong**
Bursting into the sky emanating red, white and blue peonies.

**Comet Madness**
Scrambling comets erupt from this cake traveling very high in the sky. A very cool effect!

**American Graffiti**
An unbelievable finale cake with great patterns and very unique effects.

**Krackling Kryptonite**
Angle cake shooting multiple color shots very quickly with beautiful effects that fill the sky.
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500 Grams

FF517 Packing: 4/1 11.2" x 10.4" x 8.9" 30 Shots

Bold And Gold
Each break has a brocade to color with brocade mines shooting up in the sky at a rapid pace. This cake gives you a dense wall of beautiful brocade effects.

FF10701 Packing: 4/1 11" x 11" x 10" 7 Shots

Blood Diamonds
White strobe with red pearls.

FF2008 Packing: 4/1 12.1" x 10.3" x 8.9" 30 Shots

Black Magic
3 Shots each of golden palms, glitter willows erupting into green, red, blue dahlias ending in firecracker willows.

FF5530 Packing: 4/1 10" x 10" x 8.7" 9 Shots

Big Nasty
Great value pack of red dahlia, green strobe, silver wave and crackle, blue peony, ending with a red dahlia. A great cake for the price.
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500 GRAMS

**China Town**
Huge breaking red, green and blue sparkles with white pistil, red palm, green palm, purple palm ending with red, green, and blue brocade crown.

**Buck Fever**
Red and green coconuts with white glitter then changing to green and purple with time rain and glitter, ending with crackling willows and red glitter.

**Cold Fusion**
A very new and unique spider effect followed down by a colorful pistil. Extremely powerful breaks!

**Code Red**
All huge red mines, strobes, and willows lighting up the sky. If you like red this cake is for you!
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500 GRAMS

**Wicked Willows**
12 Shots
11” x 9” x 8.5”
Twelve big beautiful golden willows. All willows that hang in the sky!

**Commander & Chief**
26 Shots
10.3” x 9” x 9”
Red dahlia with chrys., red glittering willow with green strobe. Making fireworks great again!

**Wormburner**
20 Shots
9.25” x 9.25” x 9”
Gold coco to green strobe mine to gold coco to red, gold coco to green strobe mine to gold coco to green, gold glittering willow to green strobe with gold strobe.

**Barn Party**
23 Shots
9.25” x 9.25” x 9”
Gold sizzling willow tail to gold sizzling willow with green strobe, silver glittering willow tail to silver glittering willow with red strobe, red strobe falling leaves with whistling, green strobe falling leaf with whistling, blue dahlia with red strobe/green strobe.
### 500 Grams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Box Quantity</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Shots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day Dreamer</strong></td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>16.5&quot; x 11&quot; x 8.5&quot;</td>
<td>36 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shredder</strong></td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>12.5&quot; x 13.7&quot; x 7.8&quot;</td>
<td>38 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>King Crossette</strong></td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>9&quot; x 9&quot; x 9&quot;</td>
<td>16 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sky Ripper</strong></td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>28.3&quot; x 16.5&quot; x 7&quot;</td>
<td>119 Shots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Day Dreamer**
Red smoke, green smoke, blue smoke, whistling tail, red dahlia with crackle. This is a great daytime smoke cake that also has crackle. Perfect for daytime, very unique item!

**Shredder**
Silver glittering tail to brocade crown with white strobe, red tail to white strobe, red/blue falling leaves, brocade tail to brocade crown with crackle.

**King Crossette**
Red crossette, green crossette, blue crossette, yellow crossette, purple crossette. A one of a kind crossette cake, very unique.

**Sky Ripper**
This is long lasting with 119 shots item which ascend with color beads, brocades, chrysanthemums, power crackles. This incredible cake lasts 1 minute, very high quality.
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500 GRAMS

Greek Gods Series Mixed Case
Assorted case including one of each of our Greek God Series Cakes.

FF1105 Packing: 1/6  25" x 9" x 15.5"  8 Shots

FF1112 Packing: 6/1  7.8" x 7.8" x 7"  8 Shots
Hercules
Silver time rain with color peonies. 2 shot finale.

FF1113 Packing: 6/1  7.8" x 7.8" x 7"  8 Shots
Apollo
Crackling mine rising up with mixed color peonies. The last two shots rise in the air in a V shape.
500 GRAMS

**Poseidon**
Gold tail rising up to brocade with red, green and blue.

**Medusa**
Silver time rain with color peonies, red and green. Brocade crown tail to brocade crown.

**Zeus**
Red comet tail to red/blue with white strobos and color peonies mixed together ending with silver time rain.

**Titan**
Brocade tail rising up to brocade with red, green and blue.
500 GRAMS

**FF1000 Packing: 4/1  9.4” x 9.4” x 8”  12 Shots**

*Tidal Wave*
Blue tail rising up to gold willow, brocade crown and blue peonies.

**FF1010 Packing: 4/1  9.4” x 9.4” x 8”  12 Shots**

*Tsunami*
Red and green coco with white strobes ending with 3 shot finale.

**FF1030 Packing: 4/1  9.4” x 9.4” x 8”  12 Shots**

*Hurricane*
Huge breaks with beautiful crackling color and very loud.

**FF1052 Packing: 4/1  9.4” x 9.4” x 8”  12 Shots**

*Heatwave*
Extremely big breaks with crackling color. Very loud!
500 GRAMS

FF1020 Packing: 4/1 9.4" x 9.4" x 8" 12 Shots
Tornado
Brocade crown tail to brocade crown with red, green and blue peonies.

FF1051 Packing: 4/1 9.4" x 9.4" x 8" 12 Shots
Lightning Storm
12 Shots of blue tail rising up to gold willow, brocade crown and silver. Ending with 3 shots together.

FF1100 Packing: 4/1 14.9" x 13.3" x 5.9" 63 Shots
Giga Mega Jiga
Unique new crackling tiger tale zipper effect with red, green, yellow and purple stars. Bright colors!

FF1107 Packing: 4/1 16.9" x 11.8" x 7" 49 Shots
Gold Faithful
This one gets after it! This will turn the entire sky gold with a fan effect. Mine cake plus gold cracking.

FF2013 Packing: 4/1 12.1" x 10.3" x 8.9" 30 Shots
Granny Gone Wild
Multicolored leaves, blue, purple & green pearls followed by a mix of white glitter and crackle.
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500 GRAMS

**Hypnotic**
Red dahlia with white strobe, gold glittering crown with blue, purple coco with green strobe, brocade crown with red dahlia, green dahlia with silver time rain.

**Hippie Chick**
A zig-zagging finale cake with great colors and huge crackles. A great ending to any display.

**Cousin Eddie**
2” red wave, green glitter, blue peony, red, white and blue peony.

**Willy’s Choice**
Brocade crowns with purple and green crackling tails with red, green and purple time rain breaks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild Willy’s Surprise</td>
<td>High flying display of colors and crackling.</td>
<td>7.8” x 7.8” x 7.2”</td>
<td>8 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Waterfall</td>
<td>Monster breaking gold willows.</td>
<td>11.37” x 11.37” x 9.87”</td>
<td>9 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Neon</td>
<td>Beautiful neon breaks in blue, lemon brocade, peach, yellow, purple and green peony.</td>
<td>10.25” x 10.25” x 8.62”</td>
<td>9 Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Lightning</td>
<td>3 Shots each of white angled comets mixed with 2 shots of colorful breaks.</td>
<td>15” x 10.5” x 8.9”</td>
<td>25 Shots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
500 GRAMS

- **Monster Brocade**
  - 12 Shots of large breaking brocades.
  - FF578 Packing: 4/1
  - Size: 11.4” x 11.2” x 9.4”
  - Shots: 12

- **Mean Farmer**
  - Beautiful strobes with mixed colors ending in an 8 shot finale.
  - FF1067 Packing: 4/1
  - Size: 9.4” x 9.4” x 9”
  - Shots: 16

- **Megatron**
  - 2” Huge breaking shells, traversing more than 200 feet wide. Extraordinary finale.
  - FF1016 Packing: 2/1
  - Size: 11.37” x 11.37” x 9.87”
  - Shots: 9

- **Crazy Aces**
  - 2” Gold willow and blue core, brocade crown to blue, blue peony and crackling core. Marvelous blues and gold!
  - FF1110 Packing: 4/1
  - Size: 12.5” x 11.4” x 9.8”
  - Shots: 10
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500 GRAMS

**Freak Show**
Huge breaking strobes with palm centers.

**Night Diamonds**
9 Shots of the most impressive glittering strobes we have ever seen!

**One Mad Brother**
2 Shots erupt at a time producing glittering green strobes and comet tails. Awesome!

**Pound Cake**
Red and green dahlia with white sparkle changing to blue sunshine sparkle to crackling willows and blue shimmers.
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500 GRAMS

**General Patton**
Silver comet tail to red, blue with green strobe, ending with red, blue with green strobe.

**Crowd Pleaser**
An energizing execution of zigzagging impacts that make a fabulous finale. Moves gradually then rapidly from discreetly to boisterous. A positive group pleaser.

**Seein Double**
9 Shot rack of double breaking 2" shells that are simply huge. You would think you are looking at double breaking 3" shells!

**Selfie**
25 Shots - Gold palms with colorful stars, followed by 2 giant shots of silver chrysanthemumss and golden palms.
500 GRAMS

Eruption

The biggest and baddest finale cake we have ever offered. A wall of crackling and sizzling comets with blue, gold and silver mines.

The Magnificent

A superb blend of red and green mines with brilliant purple willows finishing with enormous crackling silver palms.

Sudden Impact

Gold cake with super loud double bang finish.

Tokyo Time Bomb

Red palm tree and silver glitter pistil with crackling tail, silver palm tree and green glitter pistil with silver crackling tail, purple palm tree and silver glitter pistil with crackling tail.

FF4033 Packing: 1/1 45.25” x 24” x 6” 500 Shots

FF1002 Packing: 4/1 9.5” x 9.5” x 8.9” 20 Shots

FF1004 Packing: 4/1 10.6” x 10.6” x 9” 14 Shots

FF4026 Packing: 4/1 10” x 10” x 8.6” 9 Shots
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500 GRAMS

FF1068 Packing: 4/1
9.5” x 9.5” x 9”
16 Shots

**Disco Pyro**
Silver glittering tail rising up to red white strobe and blue.

FF579 Packing: 4/1
11.4” x 11.2” x 9.4”
12 Shots

**Eye Candy**
Large bursts of red dahlia, green strobes and silver waves with crackles, blue peony, ending with red dahlia.

FF1066 Packing: 4/1
9.4” x 9.4” x 9”
16 Shots

**Fort Knox**
Gold glittering comets to large golden willows with white strobes and crackles. Very Beautiful.

FF1003 Packing: 2/1
15.2” x 14.9” x 9.4”
23 Shots

**Future Ex Wife**
The excellence of this cake won’t abandon you! Angle impacts of falling leaves breaking beneath monster silver peonies. Finishing in a 3 shot point peony break.
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**500 GRAMS**

- **Zombie Apocalypse**
  - 9.4” x 9.4” x 9”
  - 16 Shots
  - Comet tails to large breaking strobos with palms and crackles.

- **Golden Boy**
  - 9.4” x 9.4” x 9”
  - 16 Shots
  - Gold glittering tails rising up to brocade crown with white strobe, blue and crackle, ending with a 4 shot finale.

- **Ape Escape**
  - 11.73” x 10.55” x 8.86”
  - 30 Shots
  - Blue mine to red pearl with special white glitter.

- **BioHazard**
  - 14.75” x 14.75” x 8.6”
  - 17 Shots
  - Red tail to red dahlia with white glitter, green tail to green dahlia with red glitter, brocade crown bouquet to brocade crown, blue to red with crackling, red tail to brocade crown with blue and time-rain, green tail to brocade crown with red and time-rain, blue to green with time-rain, silver tail to purple to green with time-rain.
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500 GRAMS

Blaze of Glory
Red strobe comet, green strobe comet, gold strobe comet, silver strobe comet, red tail to brocade crown with cracking.

Light of Illusion
Row: 1, 3, 5, 7 shots: red, blue, white glitter cracking mine. Row 1 & 4: brocade crown tail to brocade crown with white glitter. Row 2 & 5: brocade crown tail to brocade crown with green glitter. Row 3 & 6: brocade crown tail to brocade crown with color.

Haywire
Brocade crown to red, silver, blue, green glitter. Brocade crown to purple, green, red glitter. Brocade crown to green, silver, red gold glitter. Brocade crown to blue, purple, red, white glitter. Purple to green, red, green, gold glitter.

Trifecta
Raspberry Splash
Silver fish bouquet to brocade crown with red glitter, silver fish bouquet to gold willow with white glitter, silver fish bouquet to silver palm with red glitter, silver fish bouquet to gold willow with red glitter, silver tail to brocade crown to red, green, blue and crackling pistil.

Dressed in Pink
Pink with crackling pistil.

Dr. Loud
Red palm with white glitter, purple palm with green glitter, silver palm with red pistil, time-rain bouquet to silver palm and time-rain pistil.

Total Package
Red wave ring, silver wave ring, blue star and red, green detonation, red strobe willow, red star and white strobe willow, crackling bouquet to brocade crown.
500 GRAMS

FF1130 Packing: 4/1
10” x 10” x 10”
8 Shots

Fireball
Red and white strobe, red wave, chry. to green.

FF1128 Packing: 4/1
12” x 12” x 9”
19 Shots

Light Speed
Multi-shape cake. Brocade tail to brocade and white strobe/red strobe/green strobe/gold strobe/time rain. White strobe horse tail and green falling leaves, colorful dahlia and time rain horse tail. Break with colorful dahlia and chry.

FF1127 Packing: 4/1
9.5” x 9.5” x 9”
25 Shots

Mustang Sally
Gold crown mine to 1, 3, 5 - 2, 4 row gold crown to 4th row gold crown falling leaves.

FF1652 Packing: 4/1
12.9” x 6.5” x 7.5”
20 Shots

X Force
An angle cake loaded with unique effects that fill the sky. The large red and green breaks come out 5 at a time creating breaks over 100 feet in diameter.
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**Mission Control**

A re-loadable version of our amazing girandolas! With a hair-raising scream, these wheels jet up into the sky and end their flight with assorted effects. Astounding!

**The Mothership**

The countdown is on! 4 shots bang the night sky then a magical flying wheel screams as it launches into the atmosphere in a whirlwind of sparks. It concludes its flight with a multicolored break finale. If it flew any higher, it would be lost in orbit!
3" 500 Grams

**Smokin' Joe**
Very large breaking brocade crown with red strobe.

**Right to Bare Arms**
Brocade crown to cracking with red dahlia and white strobe. Brocade crown to cracking with blue dahlia and green strobe. Brocade crown to cracking with green dahlia and gold strobe.

**Wall Street**
3" Shells opening with gigantic gold brocade palms, with silver strobes and blue stars. Looks like a million bucks!
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3” 500 GRAMS

**Jekyll & Hyde**
A split identity of extraordinary 3” breaks making 2 distinct impacts with each break. You have never seen this!!

**Professional 3” Rack**
Brocade crown, white glitter sparkler, brocade crown tail, long crackling tail, ending with a brocade crown, silver chrysanthemums.

**Roid Rage**
3” Giant perfect flowers unlike any you have seen before! This is a must-have cake.
SMALL CAKES

**Lethal Eel**
An electric little cake with blue crackling mines. Lots of electricity!

**Angry Apples**
Red and silver time rain, green and silver time rain.

**Boomtown**
Golden palms with strobes and crackles.

**16 Shot Happy**
16 Shots of colored flares with reports.

**Exploding Gnats**
Crackling tail to crackle.

**FF1161** Packing: 24/1  3.75” x 3”  7 Shots

**FF1055** Packing: 24/1  2.8” x 2.8” x 3.1”  9 Shots

**FF1053b** Packing: 30/1  4.3” x 6.2” x 5.7”  6 Shots

**SPK7702B** Packing: 48/1  3.1” x 3.1” x 2.6”  16 Shots

**FF1116** Packing: 24/1  2.9” x 2.9” x 3.9”  8 Shots
**SMALL CAKES**

**Battle Cannon**
100 shots of fast color pearls, ending with a silver comet tail!

**Fighting Cobra**
Gold comet tail.

**Blue Stars w/report**
A long time favorite, red tails to blue stars with loud reports.

**96 Shot Color Pearl**
96 unique shots of color balls shooting straight up into the sky (Great Quality)

**48 Shot Color Pearl**
48 unique shots of color balls shooting straight up into the sky.
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SMALL CAKES

FF1053 Packing: 60/1 2.8” x 2.5” x 3.1” 7 Shots
Cherry Pie
Red strobes with white strobes twinkling to the ground.

FF1054 Packing: 60/1 2.8” x 2.5” x 3.1” 7 Shots
Crystal Rain
Blue and white strobe.

SP2200 Packing: 8/5 6.9” x 6.5” x 3.9” 7 Shots
Shockers
5 different cakes that all have unique effects.
SMAK CAGEES

**Flash Burn**
Red tail to silver fish, and timed rain.

**Full Throttle Mine**
Unique mine effect ending with assorted colored time rain & crackle.

**Jaw Breaker**
Red tail to silver fish, and time rain.

**Mini Night Diamonds**
All beautiful breaking white strobos that twinkle to the ground.

**Pandoras Box**
Red and white strobos alternating with green and white strobos.
200 GRAM CAKES

**Hang Loose**
Blue and white strobe horse tail. The last 3 shots break with red white blue.

**Pandemonium**
Red and green with white strobe, white strobe falling leaves, green and sky blue with chry. chry. falling leaves, brocade crown.

**Willow Magic**
All gold willows, a great performer!
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200 Gram Cakes

Pyro Plasma
White strobe horse tails, blue, green and red falling leaves with a five shot finish of red, white, and blue strobes.

Big Red Victory
Ruby red mine breaks to ruby red peony, finishing in a three shot angle finale. On the off chance that you like delightful red breaks, this cake is for you!

Beach Party
Enormous gold palms with green tips substituting to huge gold palms with red tips. An extraordinary performing cake.

Crackl Jack
A unique display of color tails to crackling willows with color tips.
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200 GRAM CAKES

Catty Wampus
- Brocade crown with red star, white strobe, gold willow with blue star, brocade crown with purple, green strobe, time-rain whirlwind to time-rain.

Ghost Train
- This ghost train goes off the rails in a rapid firing 26 shot 200 gram display.

Plum Crazy
- Red tail to red palm and white strobe, red tail to green palm with crackle, red tail to brocade crown with white strobe, red tail to purple palm and green strobe, red tail to blue and chry.
**Kraken**
A very high quality dense crackling 200g cake.

**Party Hardy**
Row 1, 4 blast red, blue white strobe, row 2 4 3 fan shape, red green purple sizzling tail, red, green purple crossette, row 3 4s blast purple green star dhry, row 5 blast brocade crown crackling star.

**Patriots Salute**
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200 Gram Cakes

**Friggin Crickets**
- 16 Shots - loud whistling comet tails rise high into the sky and break into beautiful multi color glittering peonies, with a huge crackling finale.

**Tickled Pink**
- All pink cake with white strobes.

**The Sizzler**
- A very loud and long lasting crackling cake with great comets.

**Italian Stallion**
- Red and green chrysanthemums breaks.
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200 Gram Cakes

**Aftershock**
Red with chry, mine to green and sky blue with chry. This is an incredible 200g cake, performs very well!

**Shark Frenzy**
Alternating shots of red tails to silver spinners with blue tails to silver fish with blue stars.

**Piece of Mine**
This is an awesome mine cake that has lines of red, green, blue and white strobes with crackling mines.

**Shenanigans**
Brocade crown with red, white and blue stars.
200 GRAM CAKES

**Frog in a Blender**
Crackling tail rising up to red, green and white strobe. Brocade crown and crackle ending with three shots crackling tail over silver timed rain.

**Purple Squirrels**
Light up the sky with Purple Squirrels.

**Squilly**
Brocade crown with white strobe, silver fish with crackling chrysanthemums. Falling leaves with crackling tail to white strobe.
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**200 Gram Cakes**

- **Glory Daze**
  - Packing: 12/1
  - Size: 15” x 12” x 15”
  - Shots: 20 Shots
  - Description: White strobe falling leaves, gold crown with cracker, red wave with sky blue and white strobe.

- **Haley’s Comet**
  - Packing: 16/1
  - Size: 4.7” x 3.9” x 4.9”
  - Shots: 20 Shots
  - Description: Bright color comets with color mines.

- **Gold Rush**
  - Packing: 12/1
  - Size: 5.9” x 5.9” x 5.9”
  - Shots: 20 Shots
  - Description: Wonderful white strobe willows, with white strobe brocade crowns, finishing in an extraordinary crackling finale.

- **Bling Bling**
  - Packing: 12/1
  - Size: 5.5” x 5” x 5”
  - Shots: 36 Shots
  - Description: One of the best 200 gram cakes around. 36 Shots of green and purple stars, then red blue and white to red and green bouquets with crackling and loud reports. Ends with a 6 shot finale.
200 Gram Cakes

Poundage
Brocade crown.

Squeal Lika Piggy
A noisy whistling cake, this cake squeals just like a pig!

Hail Storm
White strobes.

Flame Thrower
Brocade crown with white strobe, brocade crown with blue star, brocade crown with green strobe, brocade crown with crackling.
200 GRAM CAKES

**Jitter Bug**
Single shot sequence of brocade crown and silver timed rain.

**Blue Diamonds**
A round cake of hard breaking blue tales to blue peonies ending with beautiful strobos.

**Gizmo**
1st row straight up brocade crown with white strobe, 2nd row, 2 shots V shape silver wave tiger tail, 3rd row brocade crown with sky blue, 4th row 2 shots V shape silver wave tiger tail, 5th row all together red/green with chry.

**Surf and Turf**
Colorful flying fish with crackles.
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200 Gram Cakes

Honky Tonk’n
- 7 shot 3 times goose honking noise with whistle.
- FF4085 Packing: 12/1
- 5” x 4.5” x 6”
- 12 Shots

Fiesta Americana
- An incredible zipper cake with 96 shots, fabulous execution of crackling mine, shading tails, crackling comets and shrieking tails. It is an awesome Fiesta Americana!
- FF4109 Packing: 12/1
- 7.5” x 7.25” x 4”
- 96 Shots

Grapes of Wrath
- 16 Shots of purple and green and white strobes finishing with a 3 shot finale.
- FF1601 Packing: 12/1
- 5.7” x 5.7” x 5.7”
- 16 Shots

Chicken Dance
- Unique colors of brocade crowns with crackle.
- FF1060 Packing: 12/1
- 5.7” x 5.7” x 5.7”
- 16 Shots
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Wild Willy’s Fireworks

WILD WILLY’S FIREWORKS LETS YOU SEE IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT!

SCAN QR CODE ON OUR ITEMS

GET AUTOMATICALLY REDIRECTED TO THE ITEM’S VIDEO DEMONSTRATION

WITH QR CODED PACKAGING
YOU NO LONGER NEED TO LOOK FOR A SALESMAN!

Don’t have the QR Code App? Whether you use iPhone or Android, simply install any QR code APP and you’re set for live demonstrations of the items.
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FOUNTAINS / STROBES

**Tutti-Frutti**
A very colorful fountain magnificent with candy colors.

**Neon Party**
Red fish, green fish, blue fish, yellow fish, purple fish assorted. Vivid neon colors.

**Whistling Willy**
This is the traditional whistling fountain that produces an extremely loud whistle.

**Weird Science Fountain**
Brilliant fish, red and green showers, with red and silver string crackle.

**4” Ice Fountain**
Showers of sparkling power!
FOUNTAINS / STROBES

**Amped Up**
Blue star silver spring, red star white chrys, blue star crackle flower, red, green star silver crackle, peach strobe, chrys crackling.

**Junior Peacock**
Red, green chrysanthemums, red, green crackle. A miniature version of its big brother Peacock Fountain! Very high quality fountain.

**Shazam Fountain**
Silver needle with red, silver needle with green, silver needle with yellow, silver needle with blue.

**Sword Fountain**
A hand-held fountain in the shape of a sword.

**Treasure Chest Fountain**
Packaged to look like a treasure chest, this fountain will guarantee to make your eyes sparkle! Watch the colorful treasure erupt out of this fountain.
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Fountains / Strobes

Smiley Face Fountain
An unusual fountain that burns brightly with a multi color crackling effect, then the eyes on the face light up with a flashing strobe effect. Duration 45 seconds.

Solar Flair
Silver blossoms with multi shading pearls, pine needle blooms, laser crackles, finishing in a finale with enormous blasting crackling bloom.

Super Freak Fountain
Almost 2 minutes of exciting sprays of unique colors and crackles.

Firefly Surprise
It looks like firefly's in the air!
**Fountains / Strobes**

**Flux Capacitor Fountain**
- Little in size, yet an incredible entertainer!
- White chrysanthemums with red, green, and gold coordinated downpour. Completing with white pine needles with green crackling chrysanthemums.

**Fantasyland Fountain**
- A blend of gold, red, silver, blue, and yellow with gold downpour. A one of a kind radiance wrap up.

**Frog Queen**
- Appreciate watching it as its blue eyes begin and its red lips glint in the night.

**Frog King**
- Appreciate watching it as its blue eyes begin and its red lips glint in the night.
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**FOUNTAINS / STROBES**

**Skull Fountain**
A unique plastic molded fountain that emits a variety of flames, sparks, crackle and smoke. Total duration is around one minute twenty seconds.

**Crackling Mega Cone Fountain**
A very bright and intense crackle effect. Shoots very high in the air, over 20'. An extremely high quality fountain.

**Super Strobe**
These strobes are just like the pros use and are like nothing you have ever seen before. Simply Blinding, and can be seen for over 1/2 mile! They come 4 in a pack of red, silver, green and yellow, and last almost a minute each.
**FOUNTAINS / STROBES**

- **Dino-Mite Fountain**
  - Packing: 16/1
  - Size: 2" x 1-1/3"
  - Description: This funny Dinosaur emits red flame, white, blue smoke, and ends with crackling.

- **Neon Glow Stick**
  - Packing: 72/3
  - Size: 2-1/2" x 3/5" x 20"
  - Description: Color flame with silver fountain.

- **Giant Snow Cone Fountain**
  - Packing: 12/1
  - Size: 5 1/3" x 11 4/5"
  - Description: This “snow cone” fountain starts with silver rain, followed by crackle flowers with color pearls, ending with huge crackle flowers.

- **Magic Mushroom Fountain**
  - Packing: 18/4
  - Size: 12-4/5" x 6" x 4"
  - Description: A prettiest mushroom fountain in all the land! Melting iron flowers with neon color fishes!
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**Mini Frog Fountain**
Red fountain with crackle.

**Crackling Barrels**
3 individual barrels that crackle for almost 2 minutes a piece.

**#8 Assorted Cone Fountain**
An incredible performing 11 3/4" tall fountain that is fun for all ages.
FOUNTAINS / STROBES

Larger Than Life Fountain
Massive 500g fountain. Shoots over 30 feet high!

Punkin Chunkin
This one of a kind pumpkin fountain lasts more than 70 seconds featuring different effects with an amazing surprise of shining eyes and mouth.

Screaming Mimi Fountain
Brilliant red fish swimming around a loud shrieking crackle completion. Splendid red!

Captain Crackle Fountain
Red gold sizzling, blue gold sizzling, blue laser, yellow laser, silver crackle.
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Peacock Fountain
This amazing fountain gives an intense variety of effects that lasts for more than two minutes. Angled neon green, orange, yellow, red, & blue with crackle. It ends with a huge neon barrage of sparks and color! This is a very high quality 500g fountain.

Jumping Jelly Beans
A stunning array of vibrant neon colors erupt from this fountain.

Killer Bees
Colored sparks fly out in a swarm of stunning little honey bees. Finishing in a shriek.
Fountains / Strobes

**Color Wheel Fountain**
Red fish, silver fountain, blue fish, colorful fish with silver fountain.

**Conic Fountain #3**
Emits red and green sparks and glitter.

**Little Big Boy Fountain**
Yellow ball with blue and red fountain combined with crackling. Silver chry, with blue and green fountain and thread cracker.
VISIT WILD WILLY’S FIREWORKS WEBSITE FOR UP TO DATE PRODUCTS AND INFORMATION

http://www.wildwillysfireworks.com

WATCH OUR VIDEOS OF FLASHING FIREWORKS PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ON FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE

www.facebook.com/wildwillysfireworks/
ARTILLERY SHELLS

FB540 Packing: 24/1 2.75” x 14.25”
#200 Single Shot Tube Assortment
1/ Blue star to silver glitter 2/ green comet 3/ gold willow 4/ red peony to silver glitter.

DIA 2.76 x 9.84 FF2021 Packing: 12/1
#300 NEON Single Shot Tube
One very large neon tube artillery shell break. Colors are purple, pink, lime, blue, orange, lemon.

FF4004 Packing: 12/6 12” x 5.7” x 4”
Crackling Artillery Shell
Six shots of an 1 3/4” reloadable crackling artillery shell, Great performance. Comes with one cardboard launch tube.

FF4003 Packing: 12/6 12” x 5.7” x 4”
Premium Artillery Shell
6 pack set, premium color artillery shells.
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ARTILLERY SHELLS

Comet Canister Shell
60g comet canister shell in bag with header. Very powerful shell, big comets.

Daytime Smoke Artillery Shell
Red smoke with cracking, green smoke with crackling, blue smoke with cracking. A great daytime item!

Ultra Neon Canister Shell
Bright neon colors in a hologram box. Very high quality shell, all neon breaks. This 60g max load shell has the best color of any artillery you will see!

Super Saver Artillery
Assorted Artillery shell with color wrapper. Packaged in bag with header to save shipping cost, max savings on this item.
ARTILLERY SHELLS

Artillery Shell Whistling
Shrieking gounery shell that closes in an incredible showcase.

Barber Pole Salute Tube
3" Massive breaking single shot artillery tube. Packed 12/1 per case.

Double Barrel
12 double breaking artillery shells give you 24 total breaks, with varying effects. One shooters tube is included.

Doomsday Device
These come packed 24 shells per box with four fiberglass professional tubes included in each box. 60g canister shell.
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ARTILLERY SHELLS

FULLY LOADED CANISTER SHELLS
24 Pack 40 Gram Canister Shell 24 premium canister shells, comes packaged with two fiberglass shooters tubes. Very impressive shell. Great value.

HIGH AND MIGHTY
24 Pack 60 Gram Canister Shell, 4 fiberglass shooters tubes. 6 Pack 60 Gram Canister Shell 6 Pack box w/window. Comes packaged with one fiberglass shooters tube.

MegaMaster Artillery Assortment
(76 Shells - 9 tubes-145 Breaks)

NEON VIPER
Six assorted bright neon color shells. 60 gram canister shell, very nice color & big breaks. Neon hologram wrapping on shells. One of our best sellers!
ARTILLERY SHELLS

**Viper Canister Shell**
- 24 Pack (60 Gram Canister Shell)
- 24 shots of the Best Professional Grade 60 Gram shells on the market.
- This kit comes packed with 4 professional fiberglass shooters tubes.
- These shells have incredibly big breaks, very loud.
- All time best seller.

**1” Mini Bomb**

Don’t let the size of these shells fool you. They pack a punch!

**Happy Face Artillery**

Get happy with these unique shells. Each shell explodes to form a happy face in the sky!

**Sky Detonator**

12 Pack Cylinder Shell

---

[Website: www.wildwillysfireworks.com]
ARTILLERY SHELLS

FF1140 Packing: 4/24
30” x 9.2” x 5.3”
Corn Cannon
4 heavy duty fiberglass shooters tubes. Maximum 60 gram powder load allowed by law.

FF1104 Packing: 4/24
30” x 9.2” x 5.3”
Professional Display Shell
60 Gram Canister Shell (brown box) Comes with 4 heavy duty fiberglass shooters tubes.

FF4002 Packing: 15/6
12” x 5.7” x 4”
Festival Balls
Six - 1.5” reloadable festival balls. This item comes with one cardboard launch tube.
ARTILLERY SHELLS

FF1103 Packing: 4/24  30” x 9.2” x 5.3”
5X Mega Canister Shell
(New design, 5” long, largest breaks available) New massive 5” shell design. Maximum load 60g canister shell, this is the biggest breaking shell we sell! Largest breaks allowed by law.

SP338 Packing: 9/6  15” x 10” x 5.1”
King Quad
An impressive piece to say the least! Each massive shell thumps when it leaves the tube, propelling four great effects into the sky.

FF1156 Packing: 12/6  5.5” x 5.7” x 13.78”
5” Nishiki Willow Canister Shells
5” 60 gram Nishiki Willow Canister Shells. Very large unique Willow shells.
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Wild Willy’s Fireworks

OFFERING CHINA DIRECT SAVINGS

WILD WILLY’S FIREWORKS OFFERS DIRECT CONTAINER PRICING TO OUR CUSTOMERS
MISSILES

FF870 Packing: 18/4
7.1” x 5.5” x 11.8”
12” Super Missile
High flying missile, super fast with mixed aerial effects.

FF4015 Packing: 120/1
2.2” x 2.1” x 3”
25 Shot Saturn Missile
25 shots of shrieking loud missiles. Individually wrapped.

FF4017 Packing: 12/1
24.2” x 2.12” x 3”
300 Shot Saturn Missile Battery
300 shots of the loud screaming missiles everyone enjoys.

FF872A Packing: 48/3
5.9” x 3.7” x 7.1”
7” Missile
High flying missiles with mixed aerial effects.

FF4018 Packing: 2/1
28” x 21.3” x 3”
750 Shot Saturn Missile Battery
750 shots of loud missiles that get faster as it nears the end. Very Loud!
MISSILES

**FF4049 Packing: 15/1**
10.4” x 3.12” x 4”
**Jumbo Saturn Missile**
92 shots jumbo saturn missile.

**FF2020 Packing: 16/1**
11.61” x 3.15” x 2.72”
**196 Shot Colored Saturn Missile**
196 colored missiles blasting off one after the other!

**T0572 Packing: 30/24**
6.7” x 3.07” x 2.44”
**Whistling Gemini Missile**
2” size miniature free standing missile.

**FF4028 Packing: 60/1**
7.7” x 2.75”
**Surge Missile 7 1/2”**
This little missile packs quite a punch, shoots over 150 feet high!

**FFK1130 Packing: 30/1**
4.2” x 4.2” x 3”
**100 Shot Saturn Missile**
100 shots of screaming missiles.
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**PARACHUTES**

**Giant Parachute 40”**
A 40” giant daytime parachute that shoots high in the air that will keep the kids looking to the sky.

**Parachute Assault**
19 Shots of giant parachute with green and red peonies.

**10’ Super Parachute**
One big parachute. This the biggest parachute on the market. 10’ perimeter.

**Army Parachute**
One single shot parachute tube loaded with a large parachute and movable action figure. A great daytime item with a pyro souvenir.

---

**FF5530**
Packing: 20/4  9.4” x 7” x 3.1”

**FF1900**
Packing: 8/1  7.1” x 6.9”

**FF2023**
Packing: 24/1  2.95” x 12.80”

**FF1901**
Packing: 18/2  5.5” x 3.9” x 11.8”

---
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**PARACHUTES**

- **FF-T2549** Packing: 12/1  6.29" x 4.71"
  **Red Dawn Parachute Attack**
  36 parachutes shooting high in the air. An item that both kids and adults like.

- **FF4064** Packing: 24/6  7" x 6" x 2.3"
  **Flying Spider**
  A unique spider streamer effect.

- **FF4001** Packing: 48/6  6" x 5.5" x 1.5"
  **Single Day Parachute**
  Shoots one colorful parachute high into the sky that children love to retrieve.

- **FF4024** Packing: 2/1  10" x 10" x 9"
  **Parachute Invasion**
  490 parachutes fill the sky with this 500 gram parachute cake. Yes, you read it right..that's 490 parachutes. A party favorite!!

- **FF0160** Packing: 12/1  5.1" x 8.3"
  **Parachute Battalion**
  11 Shots - Each shot launches 3 parachutes high into the sky. A daytime use cake.
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ROMAN CANDLES

- **Gatling Candle**
  - 140 shots of assorted color pearls with loud bangs.
  - Sounds like a Gatling Gun!
  - Packing: 12/1
  - 32" x 2.5"

- **10 Shot Magical Shooter**
  - 10 shot miniature roman candle. No Spike.
  - Packing: MX605
  - 10" x 3.2" x 1.3"

- **Super Comet Candle**
  - 66 shots w/spike. Bright bushy comet tails trail every shot, very neat item!
  - Packing: FF1076
  - 2.7" x 27.5"

- **Starlight Candle w/report**
  - Classic 10 ball candle with report.
  - Packing: FF4009
  - 18.3" x 2.6" x .6"

- **Thunder Stick**
  - Flashing thunder, big and loud. 10 Shot.
  - Packing: FF4047
  - 18.3" x 2.12" x .7"

- **5 Ball Boomstick**
  - 5 Different effects in each candle. Combination of color tail with glitter, dragon eggs, color fish, whistling tail, crackling rain, screeching tail, color glittering chrysanthemums and assorted color stars.
  - Packing: FF6033
  - 1.06" x 19.68"
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ROMAN CANDLES

120 Shot Roman Candle Assortment
Mega package of Roman Candles. High gloss header with bag, very nice packaging.

18.3” x 4.1” x .6”  FF4010 Packing: 24/6
10 Ball Crackling Candle
10 shots of crackling colored pearls. No Spike

2.4” x 27.5”  FF1064 Packing: 15/1
Super Neon Candle
196 Shots w/Spike | Super bright neon colors.

24” x 1.20”  FF4031 Packing: 80/12
Parachute Candle
Every candle shoots 5 smaller than normal parachutes. Another incredible daytime device.
SPINNERS / FLYERS

B-3 Bomber w/report
Flys into the air finishing with a blast.

Crackling Ground Bloom Flower
These ground bloom flowers spin and end with a loud crackle.

Artificial Satellite
A small spinning disk that lifts into the air emitting sparks.

Blinker
Spins on the ground in high speed emitting sparks, ends with strobe.
**SPINNERS / FLYERS**

**Dizzy Bees**
Spinners twirl on ground in high speed. Ends with loud crackling.

- FB411 Packing: 6/32/3
- 11.8” x 3” x .8”

**Green Hornets**
Giant version of an “Artificial Satellite”.

- SP1216 Packing: 96/6
- 5.4” x 5.4” x 3”

**Flying Crystal**
Spins around emitting sparks before lifting off skyward.

- SP1516 Packing: 36/4
- 6.5” x 3.1” x 2.2”

**Ground Bloom Flower**
Classic multicolored ground flower.

- FF0901B Packing: 20/12/6
- 6.5” x 6.5” x 1.97”

**Jet Fighter Trio**
3 layers of jet fighters. One takes off of the other.

- FB1011 Packing: 36/4

---
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SPINNERS / FLYERS

**Lady Bugs**
These little bugs spin on the ground with a whistling effect, then swirl high into the sky with unique color and light.

**Mad Bees**
Baby bee spin on ground, launch to sky, follow with mommy bee. Ends with a spray of crackling stars.

**Small Bees**
Small helicopter bees look red when the take flight.

**Jumping Jacks**
These original spinning novelties emit sparks of red and green.
SPINNERS / FLYERS

**Space Flyers**
This item spins into the air with a loud whizzing sound.
Great effect!

SP-W524 Packing: 48/6 3.8” x 2.6” x 1.4”

**Two Color Space Ship**
Flying spaceships.

W538A Packing: 36/6 9.25” x 5.3” x 1.25”

**Whiz Bang**
This helicopter spins into the sky ending in a loud bang.

FF1412 Packing: 80/3 5.5” x 1.2” x 6.7”

**Poppin’ Blossoms**
(4pc bag with header) Spins on ground then bursts into color pearls.

FF2015 Packing: 72/4 2.7” x 4.5”
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SPINNERS / FLYERS

FF0901B Packing: 20/12/6  7.5” x 3.7” x 2.1”
Ground Bloom Flower with Report
It spins red, green sparks with loud report.

3.3” x .4” x 3.9”  FF1410 Packing: 4/40/6
Zippers
These little items spin high into the sky at lightening speeds. Light one or the whole pack.

9” x 6” x 1.9”  FF4036 Packing: 72/4
Mission to Mars Spaceship
A nice wide spray of silver sparks as this ethereal ship takes off into outer space.

5” x 3.5” x 4.5”  FF4040 Packing: 10/12/6
Giant Ground Bloom Flowers
Massive ground bloom, jumbo sized. Bag with Header
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10” Color Bamboo Sparkler</td>
<td>10” x 5.5” x 2” x 1.6”</td>
<td>4 boxes of each red, blue, green 10” sparklers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14” Morning Glory Sparkler</td>
<td>16.5” x 2” x .38”</td>
<td>14” long bamboo sparklers. These morning glory sparklers last approximately 40 seconds and start with a silver flare to crackling to red flare. 6 Per pack. Packed in a flat box for easy scanning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20” Gold Bamboo Sparkler</td>
<td>21.25” x 4” x 2.3” x .5”</td>
<td>20” in length. 12 pieces of Gold Sparkling Fun!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36” Bamboo Sparkler</td>
<td>2.4” x .6” x 35.8”</td>
<td>36” in length. 12 Sparklers in gold sparks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36” Morning Glory Sparkler</td>
<td>41” x 4”</td>
<td>36” inch long bamboo sparklers. These morning glory sparklers last approximately 60 seconds and start with a silver flare to crackling to red flare. 6 Per pack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neon Sparkler</td>
<td>2.2” x .2” x 19.7”</td>
<td>Bamboo - Bright Neon colors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NOVELTIES

3-4702  Packing: 10/30/20  12.2” x 10” x 2.5”
Torpedo Snaps
An extremely loud snapper, for adults only. Red cylinder fuseless firecracker.

2” x 12”  FF2014 Packing: 60/1
Confetti Blaster 12”
Twist to shoot, massive confetti blast. Can be used indoors. Party’s, weddings, celebrations of all types.

FF4115 Packing: 2/72  5” x 5” x .8”
Cow Pie
Light this novelty and try not to laugh as a long black snake comes shooting out below the tail! Kids love it!
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NOVELTIES

**Hen Laying Eggs**
8.2” x 4.3” x 1.6”
“Bock bock bock - Bacok!” 4pk bag with header.

**Jumbo Tank**
5.83” x 4.8” x 2.36”
Large tank novelty.

**Naughty Dog with Crackle**
6.3” x .8” x 4.1”
Dog with snake shooting out in the end that crackles.

**Monster Balls**
1.5”
This is one of the biggest crackling balls we have ever seen. These balls explode with a plume of crackles 10 feet in diameter.
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NOVELTIES

**Tea Pot**
It's designed to look like a teapot and emits showers of colorful sparks.

**Party Popper**
There are six individual party poppers in each bag. Point the end of these items in the air and pull the string.

**Snappers**
Classic children's Pop Pops.

**Friendship Pagoda**
Spins with showers of sparks then open into a PAGODA.

**Combat Vehicle**
This is a very high quality plastic toy novelty. Comes packaged with 4 re-loadable tube fountains in a blister pack. Very high quality toy firework.
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**Novelties**

- **Strobe Flash Pot**
  - Bright flashing strobos.
  - SP2006 Packing: 6/40/6
  - 3.5" x .9" x 2.5"

- **Large Happy Lamp**
  - Spins with showers of sparks then open into a lamp.
  - W604 Packing: 72/1
  - 8.67" x 8.67"

- **Tank With Report**
  - Tank novelty with reporting gun.
  - FF4014 Packing: 40/12
  - 10.6" x 6.7" x 1.87"

- **Oriental Dragon**
  - Dragon moves back and forth spraying red and green sparks.
  - FF4075 Packing: 72/2
  - 9.5" x 2.75" x 1.6"

- **Plastic Race Car**
  - Runs with flames and whistles then spins his wheel on the top and finishes with a red torch tail. Very high quality plastic toy novelty.
  - FF1150 Packing: 36/1
  - 6" x 3" x 3"
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NOVELTIES

**Millennial Falcon Plastic Ship**
Plastic toy spaceship with showers of red green fire, spinner & red fire.

* Packing: 30/1
* Size: 4.33” x 2.12”

**Crime Fighter**
Plastic car with multiple effects that puts the car in motion, purple fire, cold Ti-flower. Lasts for roughly 22 seconds. Packaged in a color box with window.

* Packing: 24/1
* Size: 3.15” x 6.5” x 2”

**Swamp Buggy**
Plastic toy firework with four shot effects that pushes the Buggy forward, also with fountains and crackle.

* Packing: 24/1
* Size: 6.15” x 3.86” x 3.86”

**Campfire Color Changer**
Throw a packet into a camp fire and it burns colors.

* Packing: 6/48
* Size: 6.3” x 9.25” x 2.6”
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POLICE CAR
Police cars that emit a loud siren and roll on the ground while shooting sparks.

SNAP BOMBS
Large poppers that bang when thrown on the ground.

CHICKEN BLOWING BALLOON
This chick whistles, snaps, crackles and pops, out an egg.

PIRATE MUSKET
This plastic re-loadable gun comes with four reloadable inserts that are a combination of fountain showers & also smoke. Each insert has a different color smoke and lasts roughly one minute.

CRACKLING BALL
These crackling balls produce a loud crackling effect when lit.
Check Out The Wild Willy’s Gear on Pages 92-93
SMOKE / SNAKES

3 Minute Smoke Tube
Potent! Emits white smoke.

1.3" x 4.9"

SP1428 Packing: 144/1

4 Color Smoke Tube
Each tube produces a dense color of vivid smoke. Each tube lasts over 40 seconds.

1.0" x 4.9"  FF1418 Packing: 48/4

Assorted Clay Color Smoke Balls
Assortment of colored clay smoke balls.

6.7" x 4.3" x 3.12"

FF4006 Packing: 20/12/6

5 Minute Smoke Canister
A vivid white cloud of smoke.

1.4" x 7.1"

FF4101 Packing: 50/1

Black Snake
Light pellet and watch the snake grow.

2.34" x 1.63" x 0.44"

FF4094 Packing: 15/48/6

Colored Snake Assortment
Nice assortment of your favorite colored snakes.

4.68" x 4.89"

MX835 Packing: 144/6
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SMOKE / SNAKES

FF2025 Packing: 8/12/3 9.65” x 4.72” x 3.23”
Jumbo Color Smoke Balls
Assortment of large colored clay smoke balls.

SPI416 Packing: 96/1
2.2” x 2.2” x 4.7”
Pull String Grenade
These grenades require no fire to ignite them. Just pull the string and throw it, and watch tons of smoke bellow from the grenade. Smoke lasts about one minute. Red, white, and blue smoke.

FB8524 Packing: 72/2
1.25” x 5”
Pink Lady
Beautiful & dense pink smoke. Long lasting!

FF4034 Packing: 4/1
10.8” x 10.8” x 9”
Smoke Screen
Daytime multi-shot cake w/ smoke comets.

FF1126 Packing: 36/1
3” x 4”
Military Smoke Can
Bright orange smoke. High quality metal can. Very dense smoke.

FF4065 Packing: 18/4
8” x 6.75” x 2.75”
Smoke Parachute
Breaks into smoke ball with parachute. Nice daytime smoke item.
STICK ROCKETS

FF898 Packing: 24/5  30-5/7" x 7-4/5" x 1-1/3"

War Hawk Rocket
Individual rocket effects of strobing white willow, green with crackle, blue & gold strobes, and gold willow to red. Purple & green stars.

10.6" x 3" x 1.5"  0440 Packing: 25/12/12

Moon Traveler Bottle Rocket
Bottle rocket with report.

FF861 Packing: 20/5  26" x 7.5" x 1.6"

Aerial Assault
Large stick rocket, bag with header

11" x 3.4" x 1.8"  0445D Packing: 20/12/12

Triple Whistling Moon Traveler
3 whistles as it climbs high into the sky.
ASSORTMENTS

**Big Deal Assortment**
Mid sized tray assortment.

**Pyro Pro Pack**
A massive tray assortment with a mixture of everything you need including artillery shells, novelty items and various fountains.

**Pyro Fun Pack**
Medium sized tray assortment.

- **FF3008 Packing:** 4/1
  - 35.51” x 12.20” x 3.50”

- **FF9001 Packing:** 3/1
  - 39” x 14.25” x 4”

- **FF3007 Packing:** 40/1
  - 19.88” x 15.35” x 2.71”

www.wildwillysfireworks.com
ASSORTMENTS

Fun Pack Flashing Fireworks Brand
Small bag assortment.
FF4060 Packing: 40/1
13.33” x 7.9” x 2.3”

Backyard Buster Assortment
Massive tray assortment.
FF2024 Packing: 4/1
20.87” x 37.13” x 4.72”

Backpack Assortment
Small backpack bag assortment in a backpack keepsake.
FF4059 Packing: 12/1
8.5” x 4” x 8.7”

Wild Willy's Fireworks
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FUSE

Safety Fuse 20’ roll
20’ roll, burns 1 sec/ft.

Safety Fuse 20’ roll
20’ roll, burns 20 sec/ft.

Safety Fuse 20’ roll
20’ roll, burns 25 sec/ft.

Packing: 48/1
WILD WILLY’S GEAR IS AVAILABLE IN MENS AND WOMENS SIZES / STYLES

Packing: 1
Mens Wild Willy’s Fireworks T Shirt
(Black) Sizes from small to 2XL.

Wild Willy’s Tank Top Shirt Women’s
(Black) Sizes L Wild Willy’s black women’s tank top shirt comes with a large colorful logo on the back of the shirt and a small colorful logo on the front of the shirt. A very comfortable great quality shirt.

Packing: 1
Wild Willy’s Vintage Tank Top and Tee’s Black/White
Small to 3XL
MISCELLANEOUS

**Standard Punk**
- Good quality.
- Packing: 100/100
- 0.13” x 10.5”

**Pro Punk**
- 3 Pc. Bag with barcode.
- Packing: 200/3
- 0.31” x 15.5”

**10 Tube Shooters Rack**
- 10 HDPE tubes in a sturdy wooden rack 1.9” shell.
- American made, very high quality.
- Packing: 1
- 27.8” x 3.3” x 13.4”

**28 Tube Shooters Rack**
- 28 HDPE tubes in a sturdy wooden rack 1.9” shell.
- American made, very high quality.
- Packing: 1
- 20.5” x 9.3” x 13.4”

**Table Bunting Flashing Fireworks**
- 30” x 150” x .3 ml
- FF3001 Packing: 2/1
- 150 ft. x 30”
- 17.32” x 24.41”
- FF3001 Packing: 1000/1

**Large Pyro Bags**
- Wild Willy’s logo with safety instructions. 17” x 8” x 25.
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No Smoking
(Heavy Duty Plastic Sign) 9" x 24".

No Fireworks Discharge Within 300 Ft
Plastic sign "no fireworks discharge within 300 feet" 24" long x 18" tall, a very good quality sign.

Emergency Exit Signs
Lighted w/ Battery Backup (Plug in cord type).

No Fireworks Discharge Within 300 Feet
MISCELLANEOUS

Cardboard Display Bins for Retail - Red / Yellow

Packing: 1/1
12" x 14.96" x 10"
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Wild Willy's Fireworks

Wild Willy’s Fireworks lets you see it before you buy it!

Scan QR code on our items

Get automatically redirected to the item’s video demonstration

With QR coded packaging you no longer need to look for a salesman!

Don’t have the QR Code App? Whether you use iPhone or Android, simply install any QR code APP and you’re set for live demonstrations of the items.
5” NISHIKI WILLOW

60 gram Nishiki Willow Canister Shells